Recent studies have highlighted variability in response to theta burst stimulation (TBS) in humans. TBS paradigm was originally developed in rodents to mimic gamma bursts coupled with theta rhythms, and was shown to elicit long-term potentiation. The protocol was subsequently adapted for humans using standardised frequencies of stimulation. However, each individual has different rhythmic firing pattern. The present study sought to explore whether individualised intermittent TBS (Ind iTBS) could outperform the effects of two other iTBS variants.
| INTRODUCTION
Theta burst stimulation (TBS) is a modified form of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) which is able to modulate brain activity beyond the time of stimulation in humans (Huang, Edwards, Rounis, Bhatia, & Rothwell, 2005) . TBS was originally developed from the observation of patterned neuronal firing that occurred in rats during exploratory behaviour (Larson & Munkacsy, 2015) . The stimulation pattern mimicking such bursts of neuronal firing, that is, the combination of the complex-spike pattern (gamma frequency at 100 Hz) with a theta frequency (~5 Hz) repetition rate, resulted in robust long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampal slices (Larson, Wong, & Lynch, 1986 ). This patterned stimulation protocol was adapted in humans using similar frequency parameters to animal models and has been widely used for over a decade. Typically, TBS in humans involves the application of high-frequency bursts (3 pulses at 50 Hz) at lowfrequency interval (5 Hz) using a total of 600 pulses at 70-80% of active/resting motor threshold (a/rMT). When applied continuously (cTBS) for 40 s, TBS has shown to decrease corticospinal excitability measured via motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) for up to 60 min. When applied intermittently (iTBS; 2 s on, 8 s off ) for 192 s, an opposite effect was observed up to 30 min (Huang et al., 2005) .
recordings (Friese et al., 2013; Koster, Friese, Schone, Trujillo-Barreto, & Gruber, 2014; Park, Jhung, Lee, & An, 2013) . Given that the theta-gamma relationship is variable between subjects, TGC may hold the key to improving the effects of TBS using more physiologically derived parameters.
The optimisation of TBS by tailoring the protocol at individual level would have potential clinical importance as TBS is increasingly being investigated as an alternative to conventional rTMS in various clinical populations due to its short application time and low intensity requirement Prasser et al., 2015; Turriziani et al., 2012) . The variability in neurophysiological and behavioural outcomes present therapeutic limitations, an obstacle that needs to be addressed. In particular, research should address this issue by examining clinically relevant areas such as the prefrontal cortex, the focus of investigation for psychiatric and cognitive disorders.
Advances in technology have facilitated the measurement of plastic changes following neuromodulation in non-motor regions using concurrent recording of TMS and EEG (TMS-EEG) (Casula, Pellicciari, Ponzo, et al., 2016b; Chung et al., 2017; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2015; Hill, Rogasch, Fitzgerald, & Hoy, 2017) . Measuring TMS-evoked responses before and after neuromodulatory paradigms provides a metric of neural plasticity at the cortical level. For instance, a positive peak at a latency of 60 ms (P60) may provide a marker of excitability in motor and prefrontal regions Hill et al., 2017) , whereas a negative peak at a latency of 100 ms (N100) may be associated with GABA B -mediated inhibitory mechanisms [in motor regions (Bonnard, Spieser, Meziane, de Graaf, & Pailhous, 2009; Premoli, Rivolta, et al., 2014b; Rogasch, Daskalakis, & Fitzgerald, 2013a) ; in prefrontal regions (Chung et al., 2017; Rogasch, Daskalakis, & Fitzgerald, 2015) ], and these two peaks have been the most consistent neuromodulatory-mediated effects observed in recent literature using prefrontal TMS-EEG (Casula, Pellicciari, Picazio, Caltagirone, & Koch, 2016a; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b; Hill et al., 2017) .
Consequently, the balance in the relationship between the P60 and N100 has been proposed to relate to the balance of neural excitation and inhibition in humans (Noda, Zomorrodi, Cash, et al., 2017d) , which is a quintessential property of neural function, and its importance in modulating behavioural function has been demonstrated in animal (Yizhar et al., 2011) and human studies (Lisman, 2012) .
Increased interest in prefrontal application of TBS has also led to the investigation of associated cognitive processes. Evidence suggests TBS over the prefrontal cortex may also modulate executive functioning in healthy individuals (Cho et al., 2010; Verbruggen, Aron, Stevens, & Chambers, 2010; Viejo-Sobera et al., 2017) . iTBS to the left prefrontal cortex has been shown to improve n-back task performances Viejo-Sobera et al., 2017) , while cTBS had the opposite effect (Lee & D'Esposito, 2012; Schicktanz et al., 2015; Viejo-Sobera et al., 2017) . Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis has demonstrated that the effectiveness of iTBS may be task-dependent and most reliable effects were observed in working memory paradigms (Lowe, Manocchio, Safati, & Hall, 2018) . Therefore, it is plausible that the after-effects of prefrontal iTBS can be quantified via modulation of n-back task performance.
In the present study, we investigated the effects of different frequencies of iTBS (30 Hz at 6 Hz, 50 Hz at 5 Hz, and individualised frequency) on neurophysiological measures using TMS-EEG over the left prefrontal cortex. We also measured mood on a visual analogue scale (VAS) and working memory performance via 3-back task following iTBS to investigate relationship between the neurobiological effects of iTBS and the change in behaviour. Due to the implications of P60 and N100 in cortical plasticity mentioned above and the frequent observation of the change in the amplitude of these peaks following neuromodulatory paradigms over the left prefrontal cortex (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b; Hill et al., 2017; Noda, Zomorrodi, Backhouse, et al., 2017c) , we hypothesised that individualised iTBS would produce the strongest change in these components. We also anticipated 30 Hz iTBS to be superior to 50 Hz stimulation given the robustness seen in the motor cortex study (Chung et al., 2016; Goldsworthy et al., 2012) .
| MATERIAL AND METHODS

| Participants
Twenty right-handed healthy subjects (26.0 AE 9.2 years, 13 female) volunteered in the study. The average years of education were 16.5 AE 3.0 years. All participants were screened with Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview to confirm no history of psychiatric illness (Sheehan et al., 1998) . Participants reported no history of neurological illness or brain injury, were non-smokers and free of psychoactive drugs including over-the-counter medications. Participants had also refrained from consumption of caffeinated drinks and alcohol for at least 24 hr prior to the experiment. Apart from two subjects, the time of day of the experiments (morning/afternoon) was kept constant across sessions. Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. Ethics approval for the study was obtained from the Alfred Hospital and Monash University Human Research and Ethics Committee. 
| Procedure
| EEG recordings
EEG recordings were obtained from 50 TMS-compatible Ag/AgCl electrodes on a 64-channel EEG cap (FP1, FP2, AF3, AF4, F7, F5, F3,   F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, T7, C5, C3,   C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, CP5, CP3, CP1, CP2, CP4, CP6, P7, P5, P3, P1,   Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO3, POz, PO4, (Nikouline, Ruohonen, & Ilmoniemi, 1999; Rogasch et al., 2014) . The sound level was adjusted individually until single TMS pulses at 120% rMT were adequately blocked.
| Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Both single-pulse TMS and iTBS were delivered using a figure-of-eight
MagVenture B-65 fluid-cooled coil (MagVenture A/S, Denmark) in a biphasic mode. Stimuli were applied to the left hemisphere with the coil positioned at 45 angle relative to midline (handle pointing posterior). The EEG cap was applied first, and then the resting motor threshold (rMT) was determined (i.e., by applying TMS over the cap)
as the minimum stimulus intensity required to elicit at least three out of six motor evoked potentials (MEPs) >0.05 mV in amplitude (Conforto, Z'Graggen, Kohl, Rosler, & Kaelin-Lang, 2004) in the relaxed first dorsal interosseous muscles. Prefrontal TMS was administered over F1 electrode as previously described (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2018a; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b ). This electrode sits over the superior frontal gyrus (BA 6, 8 and 9) (Koessler et al., 2009 ) which is part of left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). The edge of the coil was marked on the cap for consistent re-positioning of the coil. This has shown accuracy to within 5 mm when neuronavigation is not available (Rogasch, FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental design of the study. (a) Combined transcranial magnetic stimulation and electroencephalography (TMS-EEG), 3-back task and mood rating were completed at baseline (BL). Theta-gamma coupling (TGC) was analysed off-line using the EEG data from the 3-back task. Intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS) was administered at one of three frequency patterns (30 Hz every 6 Hz, 50 Hz every 5 Hz and individualised Hz). TMS-EEG was repeated at T5 and T30, the 3-back task at T20 and T45 and mood rating at T60. (b) An example of a correctly responded trial for the 3-back task. Subjects were instructed to remember each stimulus and respond with a button press when the presented letter corresponded to the one that appeared 3 letters before. (c) Visual analogue scale (VAS) rating. Subjects drew a line on a 100 mm VAS to indicate their current mood, from sad (0) to happy (100) Thomson, Daskalakis, & Fitzgerald, 2013b (Goldsworthy et al., 2012) , (2) 50 Hz bursts repeated at 5 Hz (Huang et al., 2005) , (3) individualised frequency. Each iTBS block consisted of a burst of 3 pulses repeated 10 times with an 8 s break for a total of 600 pulses. The intensity of stimulation was adjusted to 75% of individuals' rMT. This intensity was selected as our previous study demonstrated more robust cortical effects following iTBS compared with 50% or 100% rMT (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b) .
The average intensity for each condition was as follows (mean AE SD):
30 Hz iTBS = 51.6 AE 6.5%; 50 Hz iTBS = 51.6 AE 6.4%; Ind iTBS = 51.6 AE 6.4%.
| Working memory task
Each participant performed 5 min of the 3-back task before (BL) and after (T20 and T45) iTBS. A randomised series of white letters (A-J)
were presented consecutively on a black screen for 500 ms followed by 1,500 ms of a blank screen. Participants were instructed to remember each stimulus and press a button when the presented letter corresponded to the one that appeared three letters earlier (3-back) and accurate reaction time (Haatveit et al., 2010 ).
| Mood rating
The mood rating was assessed via self-rated visual analogue scale (VAS) (Ahearn, 1997) , which has been used to evaluate the mood state in both clinical (Le-Niculescu et al., 2009 ) and healthy populations (Robinson, Cools, Crockett, & Sahakian, 2010; Robinson & Sahakian, 2009 ). Subjects drew a line on a 100 mm VAS to indicate their current mood compared with saddest subject has ever felt (0) and happiest subject has ever felt (100) (Figure 1c ). 2.8 | Selection of individualised frequencies of iTBS based on theta-gamma coupling
| Manipulation of the pulse intervals
The individualised frequency for Ind iTBS was determined by the phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling (PAC) between frontal theta (phase) and parietal gamma (amplitude) oscillations during the 3-back task. The rationale for using working memory task EEG rather than resting EEG for the individualisation was: (1) to mimic the original TBS study in mice where the stimulation protocol was derived from the patterns of neuronal firing which occurred during learning or exploratory behaviour (Larson et al., 1986) ; (2) to minimise the variance of individuals' state by actively engaging in the same task for each subject, in contrast to resting EEG recordings during which participants could be performing a wide variety of neural functions and (3) the implication of theta-gamma coupling in working memory which may serve as a biomarker of behavioural performance (Axmacher et al., 2010; Park et al., 2013; Tamura, Spellman, Rosen, Gogos, & Gordon, 2017; Tort et al., 2009 ).
Detailed information on individualisation procedure can be found in Supporting Information Material, Section S3. Briefly, 10 correct trials were selected by randomly ordering the epochs and using the first 10 epochs after shuffling for TGC (45 s in length; Figure 2a ). The raw signals were filtered at the respective frequencies; 3-9 Hz for theta (Fz electrode) and 20-70 Hz for gamma (Pz electrode). Data were subjected to Hilbert transform and theta-filtered gamma amplitude envelope was then extracted prior to PAC estimation ( Figure 2b ).
Phase-amplitude coupling between theta and gamma was calculated using a general linear model (GLM) (Penny, Duzel, Miller, & Ojemann, 2008 ) and performed at every filter step to produce a comodulogram matrix. The peak of the comodulogram matrix was used to infer the specific frequencies within the theta (4-8 Hz) and gamma bands at which the highest coupling occurred, yielding individual theta and gamma frequencies for iTBS ( Figure 2c shows examples from two participants, maximum value indicated by black asterisks). Participants' individualised frequency of stimulation are plotted in Figure 2d , with an average of gamma frequency at 41.90 AE 7.7 Hz and theta frequency at 5.97 AE 1.0 Hz. This procedure was performed for every condition to be consistent across different sessions and thereby minimising any potential differences in total duration of the experiment.
| EEG data preprocessing
TMS-EEG data were analysed offline using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) , TESA , FieldTrip (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011) toolboxes and custom scripts within the MATLAB platform (R2015b, The MathWorks, USA). Preprocessing steps of EEG data followed previous description (Chung et al., 2017) .
Data were epoched around the TMS pulse (−1,000 to 1,000 ms), baseline corrected (−500 to −50 ms) and the large magnetic pulses "tanh" contrast) were performed for the artefact rejection using semiautomated component classification algorithm (tesa_compselect function; Rogasch et al., 2017) . The first ICA was used to remove the remaining tail of TMS-evoked muscle artefacts (Rogasch et al., 2014) which was identified if the component time course was eight times larger than the mean absolute amplitude across the entire time course.
All data were band-pass (Butterworth, second-order, zero-phase, 1-80 Hz) and band-stop filtered (line noise removal, 49-51 Hz), and epochs were visually inspected again to remove any anomalous activity in the EEG data. The second round of ICA was performed to remove other non-neural artefacts including eye blinks and saccadic movement (mean absolute z score of two frontal electrodes FP1 and FP2 > 2.5), persistent muscle activity (high frequency power >60% of total power), decay artefact and electrode noises (absolute z score of an electrode[s] > 4). Removed channels were interpolated and FP1
and FP2 were removed from all the datasets as these channels were generally contaminated by artefacts. Finally, data were re-referenced to common average and were segregated into original time point blocks (BL, T5 and T30) and epochs averaged.
For the EEG data during the 3-back task, continuous EEG data were band-pass (Butterworth, second-order, zero-phase, 0.1-80 Hz) and band-stop (49-51 Hz) filtered. Data were then epoched around the correctly responded trial (−7,000 to 1,000 ms) which contained a correct probe (e.g., first "H" in Figure 2a ), correct holds (correctly not responded; e.g., "D" and "E" in Figure 2a ) and a correct response (e.g., "H" with an arrow above in Figure 2a ). This epoch was chosen for having all sequence of items leading to a correct response. Data were baseline corrected to the entire trial, visually inspected to remove any epochs containing a burst of muscle activity and underwent one round of ICA. The same component rejection was performed as the second round of ICA of TMS-EEG data. Any removed channels were then interpolated, FP1 and FP2 removed as mentioned above, and data were re-referenced to common average. 
| TMS-evoked potentials
Graphical representation of the waveforms was produced using the average of three fronto-central electrodes (FC1, FCz and FC2) for the close proximity of the stimulation site (F1 electrode), while F1 was omitted to avoid introducing TMS coil contact related noise to the waveform (Rogasch, Daskalakis, et al., 2013a) . Statistical analyses were conducted on TMS-evoked potentials (TEPs) using cluster-based permutation tests at a global scalp level. Comparisons were made using the averaged amplitude values of pre-defined time windows for the peaks of interest; N45 (40-55 ms), P60 (55-85 ms), N100
(95-135 ms) and P200 (160-240 ms). These peaks are commonly observed following prefrontal stimulation (Chung et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Rogasch et al., 2014) . Extraction of TEP values (for graphical representation and statistical/correlational analyses) was performed using the averaged signal AE5 ms of maximum (for positive peaks) and minimum (for negative peaks) values within the range window as above, consistent with previous studies (Chung et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Opie, Rogasch, Goldsworthy, Ridding, & Semmler, 2017) . Studies have conducted correlational analyses between the modulations of TEPs and behaviour in attempts to better characterise neural processes involved in behavioural changes (Noda, Barr, Zomorrodi, Cash, Farzan, et al., 2017a; Rogasch, Daskalakis, et al., 2013a) .
The balance between excitation and inhibition may be more critical to neural function and behaviour than either neural excitability or inhibition alone (Bonansco & Fuenzalida, 2016; Cash, Udupa, et al., 2017d; Meunier, Chameau, & Fossier, 2017; Turrigiano, 2011) , and evidence suggests TBS may have an influence in this regulatory property in animal (Moreau, Amar, Callebert, & Fossier, 2013) and humans (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b; Hoy et al., 2016; Legon et al., 2016) . Therefore, exploratory analyses were performed regarding the relationship between iTBS-induced change in P60 and N100 amplitudes in order to examine whether significant differences in any of the iTBS conditions could reflect altered inhibitory/excitatory balances (Noda, Zomorrodi, Cash, et al., 2017d) .
| Source estimation
All estimation of the cortical source was performed using Brainstorm (Tadel, Baillet, Mosher, Pantazis, & Leahy, 2011) which is documented and freely available for download online under the GNU general public licence (http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/). Individual magnetic resonance imaging scans were unavailable, and hence EEG data were co-registered with the template model (ICBM 152). The forward model used the Symmetric Boundary Element Method implemented in OpenMEEG software (Gramfort, Papadopoulo, Olivi, & Clerc, 2010) and the inverse model used the computation of minimum norm estimations (MNEs) with dipole orientations constrained to be normal to the cortex (Lin, Belliveau, Dale, & Hamalainen, 2006) . Differences in estimation were calculated using absolute subtraction.
| Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY; Version 22), MATLAB, and FieldTrip. Analyses of TEPs were conducted using non-parametric cluster-based permutation statistics which provides a model-free method that does not run the risk of violating the assumptions of parametric tests and is an effective method of controlling for multiple comparisons across space (EEG channels) and time (Oostenveld et al., 2011) . It is therefore commonly used in the analysis of TMS-EEG, EEG, MEG and MRI research (Casula, Pellicciari, Ponzo, et al., 2016b; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; Opie et al., 2017; Premoli et al., 2017 calculated by averaging the signal between AE5 ms of the selected peak latency as previously described (Chung et al., 2017 ). Pearson's correlations were used to examine the relationship between the change in physiological measures (e.g., Δ N100) and the change in behavioural outcome (e.g., Δ mood). The ratio between Δ N100 and Δ P60 resulted in extreme outliers. The data were tested for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test) and outliers were winsorised by setting extreme values to the corresponding adjacent 5th and 95th percentile value (Wilcox, 1997) .
Post-hoc power analyses were performed to determine if the current study had enough power to detect the differences between conditions using G*Power (Version 3.1) software (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) , which calculates the power (1 -β) as a function of α (0.05), the population effect size and the sample sizes (Cohen, 1988) . G*power is a freely available software, and the details of the equations, tutorials and examples are available in the literature (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009; Faul et al., 2007) and online (http:// www.gpower.hhu.de/). In addition, post-hoc Bayesian analysis was conducted to provide a more precise probability estimate of the results. Bayesian methods use prior probability distribution and the likelihood of the data to produce a posterior probability distribution (Dienes, 2016) . The use of p-value null-hypothesis significance testing potentially portrays a binary view of statistical inference in which an observed effect is either real or the null hypothesis must be true (Stern, 2016) . The Bayesian approach has the advantage in that it determines the likelihood of the observed data under each hypothesis from an equal perspective, and the statistical evidence can be more meaningfully quantified via Bayes factor (Biel & Friedrich, 2018; Wagenmakers, 2007) . The Bayesian analyses were conducted using JASP (Version 0.8.6.0) software (Wagenmakers, Love, et al., 2018a) , an open-source project that is freely available online (https://jaspstats.org/). Bayes' rule is used to determine the Bayes factor, which is the change from prior to posterior odds inferred by the data (Wagenmakers, Marsman, et al., 2018b) . Details of the equation, tutorials and examples can be found in the literature (Wagenmakers, Love, et al., 2018a; Wagenmakers, Marsman, et al., 2018b) and online.
3 | RESULTS
| Baseline single-pulse TMS
Single-pulse TMS over left prefrontal cortex resulted in a series of negative and positive peaks including N45, P60, N100 and P200
( Figure 3a) . Consistent with other TMS-EEG studies in the prefrontal cortex (Chung et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Rogasch et al., 2014) , each peak showed a distinctive pattern in scalp topography ( Figure 3b ) and source estimation (Figure 3c ).
| Plastic effects of iTBS on TEPs
We first performed comparisons on the amplitude of TEPs between stimulation conditions at BL, and found no significant differences (all p > .025; two-tailed test). We next assessed the iTBS-induced effects However, Ind iTBS showed significant differences between BL and T5 for the P60 (increase, p = .021, frontal), N100 (decrease, p = .014, fronto-central) and P200 (decrease, p = .012, fronto-central; p = .009, posterior), and between T30 and BL for the P60 (increase, p = .020, posterior) and N100 (decrease, p = .008, fronto-central) (Figure 4c ).
Examination of the response to each iTBS condition in TEPs demonstrated large inter-individual variability following both 30 and 50 Hz iTBS (see Table 1 ). More in-depth exploration of interindividual variability can be found in Supporting Information Material, Section S5.
We next conducted across-condition comparisons using the change-from-baseline scores (Δ) obtained from subtracting pre-signals (BL) from post-signals (T5 and T30). We found that Δ P60 was signifi- 
| Effects of iTBS on the relationship between P60 and N100
Previous research has demonstrated relationship between P60 and N100 (Noda, Zomorrodi, Cash, et al., 2017d Materials, Section S6, Table S1 ).
We next explored which neurophysiological changes, namely P60, N100 and P200, corresponded to the changes in mood using the combined dataset (n = 60). Using the same data from above correla- Materials, Section S7, Table S3 ). Tables S4 and S5 ).
Additional post-hoc Bayesian tests on the accuracy results of the 3-back task confirmed the validity of the current results (Supporting Information Material, Section S11, Table S6 ).
| DISCUSSION
In this study, we examined the neurophysiological effects of iTBS applied at varying frequency in the prefrontal cortex and the association to LTP-like plasticity. We also investigated whether there was a relation- 
| Effect of individualised iTBS on plastic effects in the prefrontal cortex
Individualised iTBS modulated the amplitude of P60, N100 and P200.
The increased P60 amplitude was initially localised around the stimulated area, and later also detected at parieto-occipital sensors. This may represent the propagation of activity across interconnected regions of the cortex over time, a conjecture which is supported by the source localisation (Figure 5c ). Such an increase in network level of activity following iTBS has been described during working memory performance and TMS-EEG (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b) . A similar increase in fronto-parietal P60 has also been observed following a facilitatory neuromodulatory technique, anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), in the prefrontal cortex (Hill et al., 2017) . A growing body of evidence suggests P60 may provide a marker of cortical excitability. In the motor cortex, P60 amplitude positively correlated with MEP amplitude (Rogasch, Daskalakis, et al., 2013a) , and the amplitude was reduced following short-latency afferent inhibition (SAI), an MEP suppression paradigm Significant changes highlighted in bold (based on two-way ANOVA). a Not adding up to 100% due to 1 subject having no differences in score change (Δ = 0). (Ferreri et al., 2012) . In addition, P60 amplitude was attenuated with short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and increased with intracortical facilitation (ICF) in motor cortex , concurrent with changes in MEPs. In the prefrontal cortex, SAI resulted in a reduction of this component (Noda, Zomorrodi, Backhouse, et al., 2017c) . SICI reduced and ICF increased the amplitude of P60 , supporting the findings from the motor cortex. Therefore, it is possible that increased P60 amplitude following Ind iTBS reflects enhanced cortical excitability in the prefrontal cortex. The Δ P60 following Ind iTBS was larger compared with either 30 or 50 Hz iTBS, particularly around the stimulated region, supported by the cortical activation map.
Individualised stimulation decreased the amplitude of both N100 and P200. While the origin of TMS-evoked P200 is still largely unknown, the physiological property of N100 is more well-defined than other TEPs.
The N100 is regarded as the most robust component in TMS-EEG recordings (Noda et al., 2016) with excellent reproducibility (Lioumis, Kicic, Savolainen, Makela, & Kahkonen, 2009 ) and signal to noise ratio (Chung et al., 2017) . In addition, the N100 deflection is considered to have a high sensitivity to small changes in cortical excitability compared with other TEPs (Nikulin, Kicic, Kahkonen, & Ilmoniemi, 2003) , making it an ideal candidate for tracking neuromodulatory paradigms. Studies have reported N100 to be associated with GABA B -mediated inhibitory mechanisms in both motor (Bonnard et al., 2009; Farzan et al., 2013; Premoli, Rivolta, et al., 2014b; Rogasch, Daskalakis, et al., 2013a ) and prefrontal cortex (Chung et al., 2017; Rogasch et al., 2015) . The amplitude of N100 increased following SAI both in motor and prefrontal cortex (Noda et al., 2016; Noda, Zomorrodi, Backhouse, et al., 2017c) , but decreased following cerebellar iTBS (Casula, Pellicciari, Ponzo, et al., 2016b) , which are in line with the change observed in N100 following Ind iTBS. However, our previous studies showed increased N100 following prefrontal iTBS (50 Hz at 5 Hz) (Chung et al., 2017; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2018a; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b) , and the discrepancy of the outcome
is not yet clear. A large body of evidence, mainly in studies with small sample sizes (e.g., n < 15), has suggested that iTBS paradigms increase excitability in the motor cortex (Wischnewski & Schutter, 2015) . However, several studies with large sample sizes (n > 50) have found no group-level change in MEPs following 50 Hz iTBS (Hamada et al., 2013; Lopez-Alonso et al., 2014; Player, Taylor, Alonzo, & Loo, 2012) . Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated a degree of publication bias which suggests overestimation of the stimulation effect in the literature (Chung et al., 2016) . Similarly, prefrontal iTBS has shown an improvement in working memory in some studies Lowe et al., 2018) , however, not in other studies (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, Sullivan, et al., 2018b; Grossheinrich et al., 2009; Viejo-Sobera et al., 2017) . Therefore, the inconsistent results between the current and previous studies may be due to inter-individual variability. Such discrepancy in the after-effects are not only restricted to TBS, but also in other forms of non-invasive brain stimulation (Hill et al., 2017; Muller-Dahlhaus, Orekhov, Liu, & Ziemann, 2008; Nakamura et al., 2016; Nikolin, Martin, Loo, & Boonstra, 2018; Wiethoff, Hamada, & Rothwell, 2014) . The variation could be reduced by accounting for the inter-individual neurophysiological differences in parameter design as observed in this study (Ind iTBS) and also in the motor cortex (Cash, Murakami, Chen, Thickbroom, & Ziemann, 2016). By mimicking the original animal study where application of patterned stimulation resembling spike discharge patterns of hippocampal neurons during exploratory behaviours that led to a robust LTP (Larson et al., 1986) , it is possible that tailoring the temporal dynamics of pulses to target the individual's disinhibition window (Cash, Ziemann, Murray, & Thickbroom, 2010; Cash, Ziemann, & Thickbroom, 2011 ) yielded a robust LTP-like effect following Ind iTBS. A similar modified approach of stimulation (known as disinhibition stimulation) by individualising the intra and inter-burst frequencies have also shown success in LTP-like plasticity induction in the motor cortex . While it is difficult to extrapolate from the current results whether Ind cTBS would result in an opposite outcome to Ind iTBS, we anticipate that individualised cTBS might similarly optimise LTD-like effects, given that theta and gamma form the base frequencies for both iTBS and cTBS. LTD-like effects have previously been observed using cTBS (Chung et al., 2017) and pairedassociative stimulation (Casula, Pellicciari, Picazio, et al., 2016a) in the DLPFC, however, a complementary investigation is warranted.
| Relationship between iTBS-induced P60 and N100
On the surface, the observation of no overall effects following both 30 and 50 Hz iTBS may imply that the two stimulation conditions are indistinguishable. However, the correlation analyses between Δ P60 and Δ N100 demonstrated a close relationship between the peaks following 50 Hz iTBS which lasted up to 35 min (see Figure 6b ). This pattern was not present in 30 Hz stimulation (see Figure 6a ). In addition, 50 Hz but not 30 Hz stimulation produced changes in working memory performance. On the other hand, Ind iTBS temporarily altered this association at T5 with an overall increase in P60 amplitude, which was balanced by larger changes in N100 at T30, indicating a prolonged elevation of the balance between the two peaks (see Figure 6c ). In the human motor cortex, a pharmacological study demonstrated that GABA A agonists decreased while GABA B agonists increased the amplitude of N100 (Premoli, Castellanos, et al., 2014a) . In the instance of the balance between P60 and N100 in this study, a shift in N100 could reflect either an increase in the ratio (reduced GABA B ) or a shift to maintain the ratio (increased GABA A signalling). It is likely to be the latter in this study, and such adaptation of inhibition has also been described in an animal model (Elfant, Pal, Emptage, & Capogna, 2008; Heiss, Katz, Ganmor, & Lampl, 2008) . These findings are a suggestive reflection of potential metric for LTP (above 0) or long-term depression (LTD; below 0) with respect to maintenance of the balance between P60 and N100, at least following iTBS.
| Relationship between neurophysiological changes and the change in mood and working memory performance
In line with the neurophysiological effects of iTBS, minimal changes were observed in mood rating following both 30 and 50 Hz iTBS, whereas Ind iTBS resulted in a higher mood rating. Positive correlations were observed only between mood and neurophysiological measures that showed the greatest change (i.e., Δ P60 at T5, Δ N100 at T30), suggesting robust physiological changes are required to translate into a behavioural outcome. Another possible explanation is that the mood ratings were re-assessed 60 min after iTBS (T60), at which time the effect of iTBS on the P60 may have been washed out. Alternatively, the early changes in neurophysiology and later changes in mood may be both related to another variable such as a change in connectivity or a delayed onset change in TEPs which was not measured at T60 in this study. The correlations were specific to Δ P60 and Δ N100, and not with Δ P200. Characterisation of P200 is needed to better understand its role, as the changes in this component are often observed following neuromodulation (Casula, Pellicciari, Ponzo, et al., 2016b; Chung et al., 2017; Noda et al., 2016) or in clinical populations (Noda, Barr, Zomorrodi, Cash, Rajji, et al., 2017b) .
Studies have demonstrated increased or decreased performance of medium-load (2-back) working memory following left prefrontal iTBS and cTBS (Schicktanz et al., 2015) , respectively, using the conventional 50 Hz protocol (Huang et al., 2005) . In the current study, the 3-back task was used and demonstrated to be a potential behavioural marker of neurophysiological changes following iTBS.
Investigative studies of different parameters of non-invasive brain stimulation have shown delayed motor cortex physiological effects which could last longer than conventional paradigms (Batsikadze, Moliadze, Paulus, Kuo et al., 2013) . In addition, working memory performance following iTBS (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2018a; Hoy et al., 2016) and tDCS (Hill et al., 2017) also demonstrated larger effect sizes at a later time point ( Table S3 ). The effect sizes following Ind iTBS were also larger compared with other conditions, as well as to meta-analyses on working memory using non-invasive brain stimulation including TBS (g = 0.26) (Brunoni & Vanderhasselt, 2014; Lowe et al., 2018) . The ceiling effect of performance in healthy individuals may have limited more prominent distinction between conditions.
The behavioural outcome of this study was not as direct as anticipated in that the relationship between the neurophysiological measurements (Δ TEPs) and working memory performance was not obvious. It is possible that only one hub of the working memory network was modulated, while robust behavioural effects might require modulation of both frontal and parietal hubs of the fronto-parietal working memory network. Alternatively, iTBS was indeed eliciting network-wide effects as has been shown previously (He et al., 2013; Hoy et al., 2016; Rastogi et al., 2017) , but the neurophysiological effects were sampled from only one hub (DLPFC) of the frontoparietal working memory network. The reason for 50 Hz iTBS having an early, short-lasting effect in the accuracy remains unclear. It may be that attentional part of executive functioning was enhanced and the effects of stimulation diminished after 30 min. Ind iTBS, on the other hand, resulted in more prolonged network-wide effects, as evidenced by the physiological changes demonstrated using TMS-EEG, and it may have resulted in a delayed behavioural response. In the scenario of bringing about clinical effects, it is often that several weeks of daily brain stimulation sessions are required to generate robust behavioural outcomes (Croarkin et al., 2010; Grall-Bronnec & Sauvaget, 2014; Perera et al., 2016) . Instability, variability or nonconsolidated behavioural changes might account for the differences in time course of the behavioural changes following 50 Hz and Ind iTBS.
At a mechanistic level, the change in working memory performance may be explained by the physiological changes probed by TMS-EEG. The balanced and dynamic regulation of inhibitory and excitatory activity plays an important role in working memory (Knight, Staines, Swick, & Chao, 1999; Lim & Goldman, 2013) , which is a critical aspect of animal (Xue, Atallah, & Scanziani, 2014) and human functional neural circuitry (Cash, Udupa, et al., 2017d; Dehghani et al., 2016) . While excitatory plasticity provides a mechanism for learning and memory formation (Froemke, 2015) , inhibitory plasticity is essential in maintaining the balance for efficient information processing in cortical networks (Deneve & Machens, 2016; Vogels, Sprekeler, Zenke, Clopath, & Gerstner, 2011) .
The origin of TEPs (P60 and N100) are still largely unknown and no consensus has been reached on what each peak represents. While it is speculative, the correlations between working memory performance and the ratio of P60 and N100 may partially be explained by the well-maintained modulation of potential inhibition (N100) and excitation (P60) (Noda, Zomorrodi, Cash, et al., 2017d) . When both Δ P60 and Δ N100 showed well-balanced changes (50 Hz iTBS at T5, Ind iTBS at T30), the accuracy increased (50 Hz iTBS at T20, Ind iTBS at T45). The physiological changes, namely Δ P60 and Δ N100, did not correlate with the performance change by themselves, but rather the ratio between the changes in these peaks corresponded with the change in performance. This finding indicates that well-balanced change is more important for working memory than changes in either excitation or inhibition in isolation, as increased excitation alone (as shown in TMS-EEG at T5 in Ind iTBS condition) was not able to enhance the accuracy (d 0 at T20 in Ind iTBS condition). Such balance is thought to play an important role in cortical processing and working memory (Kirkwood, 2015; Legon et al., 2016; Lim & Goldman, 2013) and alteration in the balance may lead to cognitive impairment (Cline, 2005; Vogels & Abbott, 2009 ). However, although 50 Hz iTBS showed significant correlations between Δ P60 and Δ N100 at T30, no sustained improvement was seen in the accuracy of the 3-back task. It is possible that the effect of stimulation was short-lived and may have diminished by T45 when the 3-back task was performed again. In general, the effect of 50 Hz iTBS in the motor cortex lasts up to 30 min (Chung et al., 2016) . It is unknown if the effects of Ind iTBS would persist longer than T45, and needs to be addressed in the future. However, the elevated mood level at T60 suggests the effect may have been sustained.
| Inter-individual variability in the response to conventional iTBS
A group-level modulation in TEPs was observed following Ind iTBS, but not following 30 or 50 Hz iTBS. This is in contrast with our previous study in the prefrontal cortex where we observed robust changes following 50 Hz iTBS, particularly in N100 amplitude (Chung et al., 2017) . In addition, there was substantial inter-individual variability in response to iTBS in the current sample (see Table 1 ). in a large inter-individual variability in the change in TEPs, peaks were in the same direction for both T5 and T30 in the majority of subjects.
Subtle modifications of the rTMS protocols can influence the effect of stimulation (Cash, Jegatheeswaran, Ni, & Chen, 2017b; Cash et al., 2016; Ridding & Ziemann, 2010) , and the data suggest frequency of iTBS is an important parameter that can contribute to inter-individual variability. In addition to the stimulation parameters, other factors mediating the outcome include genetics (Antal et al., 2010) , attention (Cazzoli, Wurtz, Muri, Hess, & Nyffeler, 2009 ), activation of intracortical networks (Hamada et al., 2013) , and brain state (Clow et al., 2014; Hinder et al., 2014; Ridding & Ziemann, 2010) .
To our knowledge, 30 Hz iTBS had not been tested in the prefrontal cortex to date, and our data demonstrate no superiority, and probably inferiority, over 50 Hz iTBS. It is interesting to note that cerebellar iTBS resulted in the opposite changes in N100 in two separate studies using 50 Hz (Casula, Pellicciari, Ponzo, et al., 2016b) and 30 Hz stimulation (Harrington & Hammond-Tooke, 2015) . However, it is unclear whether the outcome was due to varying frequency of stimulation, or a result of inter-individual variability, and more studies are needed to address this discrepancy. In the motor cortex, 30 Hz cTBS resulted in a larger and more consistent decrease in MEP amplitude than 50 Hz cTBS (Goldsworthy et al., 2012) . Although such a trend was not evident in our data, the differences could be explained by the differences in TBS paradigm (cTBS vs. iTBS), differences in the stimulated region (M1 vs. DLPFC) or the differences in outcome measure (MEPs vs. TEPs). Beyond the motor cortex, Nyffeler et al. targeted the FEF, which is in close proximity to the prefrontal cortex, and found prolonged saccadic delay following 30 Hz cTBS (Nyffeler et al., 2006b) . Saccadic delay has also been reported following 50 Hz cTBS over the FEF, however, involvement of executive control of saccades were found following prefrontal stimulation (Cameron, Riddle, & D'Esposito, 2015) , suggesting the effect of TBS may be distinct in different brain regions. As there has been no other study using 30 Hz iTBS in the prefrontal cortex or FEF, future studies are required to confirm and expand these findings. Having no overall effect on neurophysiology, mood and working memory performance following 30 Hz iTBS in the current study indicates this protocol may not be suitable in the prefrontal cortex. It is critical to note that the carrying frequency was 6 Hz in 30 Hz iTBS, and future studies should employ more systematic comparison. We adopted this frequency to be comparable to the direct comparison study in the motor cortex (Goldsworthy et al., 2012) , which resulted in a robust decrease in
MEPs following 30 Hz/6 Hz cTBS.
Although more subjects (70%; Supporting Information Materials, Section S8, Figure S5 ) obtained higher d 0 at T45 compared with baseline following Ind iTBS, similar outcome was found at T20 following 50 Hz iTBS (65%), and therefore, the decreased behavioural variability in the Ind iTBS condition was not as clear as in the neurophysiological results. The neurophysiological outcome appears to be a more sensitive measure for evaluating the change in brain function following non-invasive brain stimulation than the behavioural effects (Thut & Pascual-Leone, 2010) , as studies have found marked changes in neurophysiology in the absence of significant improvement in the behaviour compared with sham (Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2018a; Hill et al., 2017; Nikolin et al., 2018) . Interestingly, neural correlates to behaviour changes were often found in these studies, suggesting the impact of the non-invasive brain stimulation on behaviour may be subtle and the resulting outcome is affected by the variability to a greater extent as was observed in this study. The delayed behavioural response to Ind iTBS makes a direct comparison difficult, especially without the measurement after 45 min of stimulation. Therefore, it remains inconclusive if Ind iTBS would result in longer-lasting reduction in variability in working memory performance and future research should incorporate extended measurements to supplement more robust behavioural outcomes.
Taken together, these findings suggest that prefrontal iTBS using the conventional parameters of stimulation also suffers from interindividual variability as observed from studies with larger sample sizes in the motor cortex (Hamada et al., 2013; Hinder et al., 2014) , and Ind iTBS is able to reduce the variability in neurophysiological change.
However, the influence on the variability in behavioural performance remains unclear.
Repetitive TMS of the prefrontal cortex is one therapeutic option for treatment-resistant depression and it is being investigated for use in various mood and cognitive disorders. In order to reduce treatment time, clinics have been exploring the use of short protocols such as TBS (Cash, Dar, et al., 2017a; Desmyter et al., 2016; Duprat et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014) , however limited clinical efficacy has also been reported (Prasser et al., 2015) . The present data provide the first evidence that using conventional iTBS may not be optimal for neuromo- (Blumberger et al., 2018) , suggesting the possibility of iTBS as a treatment option.
However, these studies showed relatively low remission rates following iTBS treatment [18.6% (Berlim et al., 2017) and 32% (Blumberger et al., 2018) ]. Therefore, the findings of the present study may warrant Sullivan, et al., 2018b), the extent to which this will translate to clinical effects remains to be established. Currently, only a small number of studies have examined the effect of TBS on depressed patients using neuroimaging techniques (Li et al., 2018; Pellicciari, Ponzo, Caltagirone, & Koch, 2017) . More studies are needed to elucidate any association between potential clinical efficacy and physiological effects;
however, these studies provide a potential link between the modulation of neurophysiology and the clinical improvement following TBS.
It is worth noting, however, that cortical plasticity is disrupted in disorders such as Alzheimer's disease (Battaglia et al., 2007; Koch et al., 2012) and facilitatory paradigms such as iTBS were unable to induce LTP-like effects in this population Koch et al., 2012 Koch et al., , 2016 . The variability of the plastic effects were also reduced in this patient group, emphasising the importance and the impact of the intrinsic physiological properties on TBS-induced aftereffects. Furthermore, iTBS may evoke an opposite effect to that of an expected direction (i.e., decrease in MEP amplitude) in patients with spinal cord injury (Fassett et al., 2017) , and the resulting outcome may also depend on the cortical area stimulated (Jones et al., 2016) . It remains to be determined whether Ind iTBS will elicit desired effects in neurological disorders, and different methods of individualisation may be required for different brain regions.
| Limitations
There are several limitations of the present study. Our study design did not include a primary sham condition. The lack of a control condition limits the potential generalisation of the results. However, the main intention of this study was to compare the effects between the two most commonly used paradigms (which act as active controls) and a novel method of application. While differences between conditions could be determined, non-specific confounds such as time and attention factors were not removed from consideration. Although secondary analyses of data comparing responses to a sham condition demonstrated no significant changes following sham stimulation, it should be noted that volunteers were different from the main analyses, however, were age and gender-ratio matched and had similar years of education. In addition, a control for single-pulse TMS was not included in the study. It is conceivable that single-pulse TMS itself could contribute to the outcomes observed here (Pellicciari, Miniussi, Ferrari, Koch, & Bortoletto, 2016) , however, the experimental design ensured that pre-and post-iTBS measures were consistent across all sessions. Therefore, it is unlikely that single-pulse TMS could have contributed a differential effect that accounted for the observed advantage of individualised iTBS. Furthermore, our previous studies (Chung et al., 2017; Chung, Rogasch, Hoy, & Fitzgerald, 2018a) indicate no significant change following sham iTBS with a similar experimental design. TMS click sound was masked by white noise but any sound via bone conduction could not be avoided. TMS pulse may induce N100-P200 component in the EEG trace (Ter Braack, de Vos, & van Putten, 2015) , however, it is unlikely that the elicited response is purely auditory-related effect. Any auditory response should be consistent across time, and sham condition did not show any change in these components. In regards to somatosensory input, baseline and post sampling parameters were equivalent across all conditions, including sham (e.g., equal intensity and stimulation site).
Therefore, the differences between conditions are likely to be driven by cortical plasticity, in accordance with the a priori hypothesis. It should be noted that iTBS-induced changes in TEPs correlated with the changes in mood rating and working memory performance, which suggest TEPs exhibit functional relevance. The selection of iTBS parameters (50/5 Hz and 30/6 Hz) was based on similar parameters used in motor cortex studies. The motor cortex is one region where a measurable output (i.e., MEPs) is obtained following TMS administration. As a result, most studies have used stimulation protocols based on the outcome of motor cortex studies. Future studies would benefit from improving the effect of stimulation tailored to the specific brain region of interest. Due to time constraints, TEPs were not measured at T60 which may have limited more temporally accurate onset of neurophysiological changes to the mood changes. The consistency of the stimulation site could be improved by using MRI-guided neuronavigation, however, this was not feasible in this study. We have taken extra steps to ensure more accurate positioning of the coil. In addition, the TEP waveforms in this study are consistent with other TMS-EEG studies in the prefrontal cortex (Chung et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Rogasch et al., 2014) , and EEG-guided (Chung et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2017; Rogasch et al., 2014) and MRI-guided (Lioumis et al., 2009 ) methods have shown comparable results.
| CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the current study indicates that the individualised iTBS in the prefrontal cortex is able to exert LTP-like plasticity at a neurophysiological level. The data show a lag and apparent divergence between neurophysiological and behavioural effects. However, neurophysiological changes precede behavioural effects and repeated sessions may be necessary for more consistent and robust behavioural changes. We consider that the present results provide promising and exciting data to suggest the superiority of Ind iTBS at a neurophysiological level and indicate that this may potentially also be the case at a behavioural level. 
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